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Abstract. Although the multi-level route analysis (e.g., AS, subnet, IP
levels) is very useful to many applications (e.g. profiling route changes,
designing efficient route-tracing algorithms, etc.), few research investigates
how to conduct such analysis efficiently. Regarding routes as
sequences, current approaches only handle two routes at a time and they
just apply algorithms designed for general sequence comparison. In this
paper, we propose and implement a new approach named Fast-rtd that
contrastsmultiple routes simultaneouslyandexploits theunique featuresof
Internet routes to decrease the computational complexity in terms of time
and memory. Our extensive evaluations on real traceroute data demon-
strate the efficiencyof Fast-rtd, suchasmore than45%memory reduction,
3% to 15% pruning rate increase, and up to 25% speed improvement.

Keywords: Multi-level route analysis · Multiple LCS · BGP

1 Introduction

Identifying the common and/or the different portions among a set of routes in mul-
tiple levels (e.g., AS, subnet, IP levels) is a primitive of route analysis [1]. Such a
primitive is very useful to many applications, such as profiling route changes and
their impacts [2–6], measuring route asymmetry and diversity [7–10], and design-
ing efficient route-tracing solutions [11], to name a few. Although the primitive’s
basic idea is straightforward, it is non-trivial to efficiently realize this primitive
because of the tremendous volume of data. For example, the Ark project collects
500 million traceroutes in each probing unit and more than 10 billion traceroutes
have been recorded. [12]. Moreover, the majority of existing systems process each
level independently, thus resulting in redundant processing and high demand of
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resources [1]. Our previous system, rtd, improves the analysis efficiency by inte-
grating all levels recursively [1].

However, we identify another two deficiencies in existing approaches including
rtd. First, existing methods only handle two routes at a time. Applications
may need to process multiple routes at the same time, such as locating the
invariant portions of the routes collected during a period of time, determining
the common IP/Subnet/ASes among a set of routes, etc. Although it is possible
to first analyze each pair of routes and then synthesize the result, such approach
is inefficient because the number of comparisons may increase exponentially.
Second, existing approaches usually regard routes as sequences and then apply
algorithms designed for general sequences to process routes. In other words, they
do not exploit the unique features of Internet routes to optimize the processing.
Note that routes are special sequences. For example, each IP address will appear
in a correct route once to avoid loop. In this paper, we propose a novel approach
named Fast-rtd for multi-level route analysis, which can overcome the above
two limitations and achieve higher efficiency. We make three contributions:

1. We identify the limitations of existing multi-level route analysis approaches,
including the inefficiency of processing multiple routes and the lack of opti-
mization by exploiting the unique features of Internet routes.

2. We propose a new approach named Fast-rtd that supports contrasting
multiple routes at the same time and exploits the unique features of Internet
routes to further decrease the computational complexity in terms of time
and memory.

3. We implement the new approach in around 800 lines of C++ codes and con-
duct extensive evaluations on its performance using real traceroute data. The
results show that Fast-rtd can achieve more than 45% memory reduction,
3% to 15% pruning rate increase, and up to 25% speed improvement.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
multi-level route analysis. We detail the algorithm in Section 3 and evaluate it
in Section 4. After introducing related work in Section 5, we conclude the paper
in Section 6.

2 Multi-level Route Analysis

Following [1], we define a legitimate route R as an ordered sequence of nodes
r1r2 . . . r|R|, where ri �= rj (i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |R|}) to avoid routing loops. Each
node ri, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |R|}, is an IP address having n levels of labels, and its
t-th level of label is denoted as Lt(ri). The levels construct an ordered set L =
{L1, ..Ln} with a transitive relation � that have the following properties:

1. Lt � Lt+1 ⇒ if Lt(ri) �= Lt(rj) then Lt+1(ri) �= Lt+1(rj).
2. L1 � L2 · · · � Ln.
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Note that Lt+1(ri) �= Lt+1(rj) does not imply Lt(ri) �= Lt(rj), ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,
|R|}. Following [1–4,7–10], we use AS(ri)/SN(ri)/IP (ri) to denote the AS/
subnet/IP-level label of ri and define L = {AS-level, subnet-level, IP-level} with

AS − level � subnet − level � IP − level (1)

The goal of a multi-level route analysis is two-fold. First, it identifies the
common portions among a set of routes Rk (k = 1, . . . ,M , M ≥ 2) on different
levels. Then, based on the common portions, it outputs the difference among
these routes on different levels. Instead of conducting the comparison on each
level independently, our previous work (i.e., rtd) integrates the analysis of all
levels recursively [1]. Note that rtd compares two routes at a time using LCS
algorithms for general sequence. Although we can use it to analyze each pair of
routes and then synthesize the result, it has much larger computation complexity
than the algorithms designed for locating LCS of multiple sequences. For exam-
ple, for a set of M routes, rtd will conduct M(M−1)

2 comparisons. In this paper,
we propose Fast-rtd to extend rtd’s functionality from comparing two routes
to multiple routes by using an advanced multi-string LCS algorithm and further
improve the performance in terms of time and memory by exploiting Internet
routes’ features. We will use an example shown in Fig. 1 to introduce the basic
idea of multi-level route analysis and then detail Fast-rtd in Section 3.

As shown in Fig. 1, we compare two routes R1 ={IP1, IP2, IP3, IP4, IP5,
IP6, IP7, IP8, IP9, IP10, IP11, IP12, IP13, IP14, IP15} and R2 ={IP1, IP2, IP3,
IP6, IPa, IPb, IPc, IPd, IPe, IP12, IPf, IP14, IP15}. rtd starts the comparison
from the AS level. Since R1 and R2 differs in the second AS (i.e., AS2 and AS5),
we know that subnets/IPs belonging to AS2 in R1 and those belonging to AS5
in R2 are different according to Eqn.1. Therefore, rtd will compare subnets in
the same ASes (e.g., AS1, AS3, and AS4). Taking AS1 as an example, rtd will
contrast AS1’s subnets in R1 (i.e., {SN1, SN2, SN3}) and that in R2 (i.e., {SN1,
SN2, SN3}). Since they are the same, rtd will compare the IPs in R1 (i.e.,{IP1,
IP2, IP3, IP4, IP5, IP6}),and those in R2 (i.e., {IP1, IP2, IP3, IP6}) and identify
the common IPs (i.e., {IP1, IP2, IP3, IP6} ) and the difference (i.e., {IP4, IP5}).
After that, rtd will conduct the same analysis to AS3 and AS4. As shown in
Fig. 1, elements in red box are the differences between R1 and R2.

3 Fast-rtd

To extend the comparison from two routes to multiple routes, Fast-rtd adopts
the Fast-LCS algorithm [13], which provides a near-linear solution to the problem
of finding the longest common subsequence (LCS) among a set of sequences,
which is a NP-hard problem [13,14]. Fast-rtd further improves the performance
of Fast-LCS in terms of speed and memory usage by exploiting routes’ features.
Fast-rtd consists of three steps to be elaborated in the following Sections 3.1
- 3.3. The first two steps are the same as those in the Fast-LCS algorithm and
our improvements are introduced in the third step.
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Fig. 1. Example of multi-level route analysis

3.1 Building Successor Tables

Given a set of routes Rk (k = 1, . . . ,M , M ≥ 2), Fast-rtd first constructs a set
RU for containing all unique rk,i (k = 1, . . . , M , i = 1, . . . , |Rk|) and then builds
a successor table (denoted as Tk) for each route Rk following [13]. Each element
in Tk is defined as follows:

Tk(i, j) =

{
min{a|a ∈ Sk(i, j)}, Sk(i, j) �= φ

−, otherwise
(2)

Here, Sk(i, j) = {a|Rk(a) = RU (i), a > j)}, it stores the positions of RU (i) in
Rk, where i = 1, . . . , |RU | and j = 0, . . . , |Rk|. Since the same r will not appear
twice in a route, each row of Tk has only one integer.

Fig. 2. The successor tables of R1, R2 and R3

We use an example to illustrate how to construct successor tables. Given
R1 = {r1, r2, r4, r3, r5}, R2 = {r2, r1, r4, r3, r5}, and R3 = {r2, r1, r3, r5}, we
build RU = {r1, r2, r3, r4, r5} and construct T1, T2, and T3 as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Example of Fast-rtd’s pruning operations

3.2 Constructing LCS Tree

The LCS tree is constructed from the successor tables. We define an identical
tuple as (i1, . . . , im) if r1,i1 = r2,i2 = . . . = rm,im . Let (i1, . . . , im) and (j1, . . . , jm)
be two identical tuples. If ik < jk for k = 1, . . . , m, (i1, . . . , im) is a predecessor
of (j1, . . . , jm), or (j1, . . . , jm) is a successor of (i1, . . . , im). For an identical tuple
(i1, . . . , im), its direct successors can be identified through Eqn.3. Starting from
the identical tuples on the first level, we can emulate all direct successors and
construct a tree.

(i1, . . . , im) → (T1(k, i1), . . . , Tm(k, im)) (3)

From (3) we can see that the operation of producing successor tuples is to couple
the elements of the (im)th column of Tm.

Following the example in Section 3.1, we enumerate all the first identical
tuples: r1(1, 2, 2), r2(2, 1, 1), r3(4, 4, 3), r4(3, 3,−), r5(5, 5, 5). The first identical
tuples are those whether r1, r2, r3, r4, r5 appear firstly in route sequences R1,
R2 and R3, individually. Take r1(1, 2, 2) as an example, we can see R1[1] =
R2[2] = R3[2]. To generate its direct successors, r1(1, 2, 2) couples the 1st col-
umn of T1, the 2nd column of T2, and the 2nd column of T3 to produce new
tuples:r1(−, 2, 2), r2(−,−,−), r3(4, 4, 3), r4(3, 3,−), and r5(5, 5, 5). Note that
although all tuples can produce its successors, not all its successors are valid.
Four pruning operations, to be introduced in the next section, are used to remove
the invalid successors.

3.3 Pruning the Tree and Outputting LCSes

Since not all paths in the tree lead to LCSes, we employ four pruning operations
to remove tuples that do not belong to LCSes. Two operations (i.e., valid prun-
ing operation and level pruning operation) are from Fast-LCS and the other two
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operations (i.e., parent-child pruning operation and track-back pruning opera-
tion) are proposed by us exploiting the features of route sequences. We detail
the four pruning operations belows.

Valid Pruning Operation. The valid pruning operation removes identical tuples
with ′−′. Tuples like (k,−) or (−, k) are invalid and can be pruned directly.
Given N route sequences, to determine whether a tuple (i1, i2, ..., in) contains
′−′ or not, Fast-rtd will do a linear search, and hence the time complexity is
O(N/2).

LevelPruningOperation. The level pruningoperation removes redundant identical
tuples on the same level. More precisely, given two identical tuples (i1, . . . , im) and
(j1, . . . , jm), if i1 < j1 and ik ≤ jk (k=2,. . . ,m), then (j1, . . . , jm) will be removed.
Given N route sequences, for two tuples (i1, i2, . . . , in) and (j1, j2, . . . , jn),
Fast-rtd will conduct N times comparison to make sure whether the one should
be pruned or not, thus the time complexity will be O(N).

Parent-Child Pruning Operation. The parent-child pruning operation deletes a
child identical tuple if it has the same upper level label as its parent. Given
a subsequence {r1, r2, . . .} where AS(r1) = AS(r2) = AS0 and AS(r3) =
AS(r4) = AS1, in the AS − level, the subsequence can be represented as
{AS0, AS0, AS1, AS1, . . .} with redundant AS0 and AS1. Parent-child prun-
ing operation can help to avoid the redundance during the construction of the
LCS tree, because it makes sure that all the tuples have different level label with
their parent. As it just processes the level label to decide whether a tuple should
be pruned or not,the time complexity of it will be O(1).

Trace-Back Pruning Operation. The trace-back pruning operation deletes tuples
whose labels have occurred on the path from itself to the root of the LCS tree.
This is motivated by the observation that legitimate route sequences do not
contain loops. Given a subsequence {r1, r2, . . .}, if L(rj)! = L(ri),(j > i), then
L(rj)! = L(rk), (0 < k < i). Trace-back pruning operation removes all the tuples
that may form a loop by tracing back to the root of the LCS tree. The tracing
time is O(D), where D is the depth of the tuple in the tree. Since the length of
a route is usually short (i.e., less than 30), O(D) can be approximated as O(1).

Example. By applying these four pruning operations during the construction
of the LCS tree, Fast-rtd can prune a large amount of tuples during the con-
struction of the LCS tree to improve the efficiency. Fig. 3 demonstrates the LCS
tree and how pruning operations remove tuples. The LCS tree begins with the
initial tuples r1(1, 2, 2), r2(2, 1, 1), r3(4, 4, 3), r4(3, 3,−), and r5(5, 5, 5) on the
first level. The valid pruning operation will prune the tuple r4(3, 3,−1), and
then using level pruning operation, we can prune r3(4, 4, 3) and r5(5, 5, 5) with
r1(1, 1, 2), r2(2, 1, 1) left on the first level. Then r1(1, 1, 2) produces its child
tuples r1(−,−,−), r2(2,−,−), r3(4, 4, 3), r4(3, 3,−), r5(5, 5, 5) on level 2 and
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r2(2, 1, 1) generates its child pairs r1(−, 2, 2), r2(−,−,−), r3(4, 4, 3), r4(3, 3,−),
r5(5, 5, 5) on level 2.

On level 2, using the parent-child pruning operation, we prune r1(−,−,−),
r2(−,−,−). The valid pruning operation removes r2(2,−,−), r1(−, 2, 2),
r4(3, 3,−), r4(3, 3,−) and the level pruning operation removes r5(5, 5, 5),
r5(5, 5, 5) with the only r3(4, 4, 3), r3(4, 4, 3) left on level 2. Then we produce the
child tuples of r3(4, 4, 3), r3(4, 4, 3), including r1(−,−,−), r2(−,−,−),
r3(−,−,−), r4(−,−,−), r5(5, 5, 5), r1(−,−,−), r2(−,−,−), r3(−,−,−),
r4(−,−,−), r5(5, 5, 5) on level 3.

By adopting the parent-child pruning operation, we prune the tuples
r3(−,−,−) and r3(−,−,−) on level 3. The trace-back pruning operation removes
r1(−,−,−) and r2(−,−,−), because they have appeared on LCS path to the root.
The valid pruning operation eliminates r1(−,−,−), r2(−,−,−), r4(−,−,−), and
r4(−,−,−). Continuing the pruning process, we find that r5(5, 5, 5) and r5(5, 5, 5)
are the leaf tuples left on the level 3, meaning that the construction of the LCS
tree is finished. By tracing back from the two r5(5, 5, 5) on the level 3 to the root,
we will obtain two LCS: r1r3r5 and r2r3r5.

3.4 Order of Using the Four Pruning Operations

While there are four pruning operations, we find through extensive experiments
against various data sets that they had better be used in the order of parent-
child, trace back, valid and finally level pruning. By first using the parent-child
pruning operation and the trace-back pruning operation, a large number of tuples
on the same level will be pruned. Then the number of tuples to be pruned by the
valid pruning operation and/or the level pruning operation will be significantly
decreased, thus reducing the computation time.

Analysis. Let N be the number of routes and K denote the number of tuples to
be pruned by the valid pruning operation or the level pruning operation in the
Fast-LCS algorithm. Since the time complexity of the valid pruning operation
and the level pruning operation are O(N/2) and O(N), the time complexity of
pruning tuples in the Fast-LCS will be T1 = K∗O(N) if we regard both as O(N).
Note that the number of tuples to be pruned by the valid or the level pruning
operations is reduced in the Fast-rtd algorithm, because the parent-child and
the trace-back pruning operations have pruned a portion of these tuples. Let p
be the pruning rate of the parent-child and the trace-back pruning operations.
Then the time complexity of using the parent-child or the trace-back pruning
operations will be T21 = K ∗ p ∗ O(1) and that of using the valid or the level
pruning operations will be T22 = K ∗ (1 − p) ∗ O(N). Therefore, the total time
complexity in the Fast-rtd algorithm will be T2 = T21 + T22 . Compared to the
Fast-LCS, we can see that the saved time T ′ = T2 −T1 = K ∗p∗ (O(N)−O(1)).
When N and p increase, Fast-rtd will be more efficient.

Example. Consider the example in Fig. 3 where there are three routes. Tuples
r3(4, 4, 3) on level 2 produces its child tuples r3(4, 4, 3) and r3(4, 4, 3), includ-
ing r1(−,−,−), r2(−,−,−), r3(−,−,−), r4(−,−,−), r5(5, 5, 5), r1(−,−,−),
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r2(−,−,−), r3(−,−,−), r4(−,−,−), and r5(5, 5, 5) on level 3. In the Fast-LCS
algorithm, using only the valid pruning operation and the level pruning opera-
tion, it will prune the child tuples r1(−,−,−), r2(2,−,−), r3(−,−,−),
r4(−,−,−), r1(−,−,−), r2(2,−,−), r3(−,−,−), and r4(−,−,−). The time com-
plexity will be 8 ∗ O(N/2). However, in the Fast-rtd, by using the parent-
child operation first, we can prune r3(−,−,−) and r3(−,−,−) in 2*O(1), and
then prune r1(−,−,−) and r2(−,−,−) by using the trace-back pruning opera-
tion in 2*O(1). After that, we will prune r4(−,−,−) and r4(−,−,−) through
the valid pruning operation in time 2*O(N/2). Therefore, the saved time t =
8 ∗ O(N/2) − 2 ∗ O(N/2) − 4 ∗ O(1) = 6 ∗ O(N/2) − 4 ∗ O(1). When N increases,
t will increase significantly. Therefore, by first using the parent-child pruning
operation and the trace-back pruning operation, the number of tuples on the
same level will be largely reduced. Hence, the number of tuples to be pruned
by the valid pruning operation or the level pruning operation will decrease, thus
reducing computation time.

4 Evaluation

We implement both Fast-rtd and Fast-LCS for comparisons. They are tested
against two sets of real traceroute data. The first one is the iPlane data set
[15] from April to July in 2012. The other one contains traceroute data from
Planetlab nodes to two subnets in Taiwan, which were collected by ourselves
through paris-traceroute [16]. The two data sets have around 100K routes. For
each unique IP address in these routes, we get its subnet and AS information
through WHOIS database and team cymru’s IP to ASN mapping service [17].

Since Fast-rtd is designed to handle multiple routes, we evaluate it using
three types of routes, which represent different use cases. The first type of data
(denoted as S-S) include routes from one IP address to another collected during a
period of time. Such kind of data will be examined when a user wants to know the
evolving of the routes between two hosts. The second type of data (denoted as M-
S) comprises of routes from a set of IPs to one IP, for example, from an AS to one
IP. Such type of data is useful for inspecting the multiple routes to a destination.
For example, a multi-homing user may have server upstream providers, which
provides different paths and even performance for the user to communicate with
another IP. The third type of data (denoted as M-M) consists of routes from a
set of IPs to another set of IPs, for example, from an AS to another AS. Such
type of data may be used by network administrator for investigating the routes
between ASes, which are useful to traffic engineering.

Fast-rtd improves Fast-LCS by taking into account the features of Inter-
net routes. Fig. 4 illustrates the increased pruning rate and decreased memory
usages. The X-axis is the number of routes and each point represents an average
value from 20 times experiments, where a certain number of routes were ran-
domly selected from our data set. Fig. 4(a) shows that the increased pruning rate
is within the range of [3%,15%]. The value increases with the number of routes.
The M-M types of routes have much larger pruning rate than the M-S and S-S
types of routes. Moreover, the increment of pruning rate is fast for the M-M type
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Fig. 4. The performance improvement introduced by Fast-rtd in different scenarios

of routes when the number of routes increases. The reason may be that the M-M
type of routes have much larger number of unique IPs. Fig. 4(a) demonstrates
that Fast-rtd can lead to more than 40% memory reduction. Moreover, the
reduction rate increases along with the number of roues.
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Fig. 5. The speed comparison between Fast-rtd and Fast-LCS in different scenarios

Fig. 5 compares the time required by Fast-rtd and Fast-LCS to process
different scale of routes in different scenarios. The X-axis is the number of routes
and the Y-axis is the computation time. Each point is also an average value from
20 times experiments with randomly selected routes. We can see that Fast-rtd
uses much less time than Fast-LCS and the improvement increases along with
the number of routes. For example, when conducting experiments on 2000 routes,
we can observe up to 25% speed improvement. When the number of routes is
small, the difference is small. The type of data also affects the improvement. For
example, as the improvement of pruning rate due to Fast-rtd is small for the
S-S type of data compared to other type of data as shown in Fig. 4, the time
reduction in Fig. 5(a) is less obvious than that in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c).

5 Related Work

Contrasting routes on different levels is very useful to many applications, such
as characterizing route changes [2–6], measuring route asymmetry and diversity
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[7–10], and designing efficient route-tracing solutions[11]. Some research uses
Jaccard Distance to quantify the changes in routes [4,7,8]. Since this metric
does not contain order information, people propose using Edit distance and its
variants to profile route changes [2,9,10,18]. However, all these approaches may
result in computational redundancy because they process the information on
different levels independently [1]. We propose rtd to eliminate redundancy by
integrating all levels, thus achieving much better efficiency. However, all these
approaches including rtd have two deficiencies. First, they only compare two
routes at a time and cannot be easily extended to handling multiple routes.
Second, they just apply algorithms designed for processing general sequences to
routes without exploiting the unique features in Internet routes. Inheriting the
basic idea of integrating all levels, Fast-rtd extends rtd by identifying LCS on
multiple routes and improving the performance in terms of time and memory.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose and implement a new approach named Fast-rtd for
multi-level route analysis. Different from existing approaches that can only deal
with two routes at a time, Fast-rtd can contrasts multiple routes simultane-
ously. Moreover, instead of directly applying algorithms for processing sequences,
Fast-rtd adopts new pruning operation and storage techniques, which are moti-
vated by Internet routes’ features, to decrease the computational complexity in
terms of time and memory. Our extensive evaluations on real traceroute data
demonstrate the efficiency of Fast-rtd, such as more than 45% memory reduc-
tion, 3% to 15% pruning rate increase, and up to 25% speed improvement,
compared with Fast-LCS, the approach for analysis of general sequences.
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